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DIGITAL SECURITY CONTROLS, DIV OF TYCO SAFETY PRODUCTS CANADA LTD
95 BRIDGELAND AVE
TORONTO, ON M6A 1Y7 CANADA

Accessories: Models PKP-ICN, PKP-400, PKP-LCD keypads.

Control unit accessories, Model WS4920 RF repeater.

Control unit accessories, Models 3G3070 GSM-GPRS/3G Interface, 3G3070-RF GSM-GPRS/3G Interface, Fire Alarm and Security Equipment. Intended for use as a primary (sole) communication means or as a back-up when used in conjunction with a POTS line (dialer) with Listed compatible control units as indicated in the installation instructions.

Control unit subassemblies, PSDN communicators Models TL2603GR, TL2603G IP/GSM Communicator, 3G2060R, 3G2060 GSM communicator, TL260, TL260R IP Communicator, for use with separately Listed control units as indicated in the installation instructions. Wi-Fi interface, Model WiFi422SCW.

Combination household fire and burglary alarm system control unit, Input: 16.5 V ac, 60 Hz, 37 VA (using Class 2 limited energy transformers). DSC: Model PC1404.

Control unit accessories, Keypad, PC1404RKZ, PTK5507. For use with separately Listed compatible control units as indicated in the installation instructions.

Household fire and burglary alarm system control unit accessories, also suitable for use as commercial burglary warning system control unit accessories, Wireless Keypad Models WTK5504P-433, WTK5504-433.
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When the UL Leaf Mark is on the product, or when the word "Environment" is included in the UL Mark, please search the UL Environment database for additional information regarding this product's certification.

The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL's Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL's Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
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